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ABSTRACT 

Renewable resource decision making problems in

volving a continuous range of production possibilities can 

be represented by an initial set of optimal alternatives. 

Each alternative is associated with a minimum cost as deter

mined by the evaluation process. 

A single alternative, however, may not be acceptable 

to the decision maker. Partial selections, fractional com

binations of optimal alternatives, can be useful in generat

ing additional alternatives without incurring the expense of 

complete re-evaluation. Output quantities and cost are 

derived as weighted averages of the values for optimal 

alternatives being combined. 

Theoretical considerations suggest that cost values 

predicted in this manner are minimum only for a constant 

marginal cost production system. For increasing marginal 

cost functions, partial selection alternatives must be 

feasible but suboptimal. Determining the degree of sub-

optimality requires knowledge of the form and possible 

interactions of marginal cost functions. 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the 

validity of hypotheses developed from theoretical considera

tions concerning the error in cost predictions for partial 

vii 



selection alternatives using realistic forest planning 

methods and data. The feasibility hypothesis was supported 

by 14 of 15 partial selections tested. This is important, 

as suboptimal alternatives are at least operable (feasible). 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Renewable resource decision making problems often 

involve so large a spectrum of possible choices that expli

cit enumeration of all alternatives is not feasible due to 

restrictions on cost or time, or lack of knowledge about the 

production relationships involved. For such situations an 

initial set of alternatives reflecting the range of choices 

available may be used as a practical representation of the 

problem. These alternatives might be generated, for 

example, through use of an optimization model based on eco

nomic criteria. 

If the decision maker is not satisfied with any one 

alternative from the initial set, additional alternatives 

must be generated (evaluated) for consideration. Because 

the results of the evaluation process cannot be predicted, 

there is no guarantee that one of the new alternatives will 

be acceptable. Numerous cycles of this process may be re

quired before a preferred alternative is generated. This 

may not be practical in situations where cost or time is 

limited. 

1 



The General Case of Partial Selections 

Partial selections (USDA Forest Service 1982) of al

ternatives, taking fractional combinations of alternatives, 

would be a quick and inexpensive method of filling in the 

informational gap between inital alternatives. The set of 

initial alternatives provides extreme points in making pre

dictions pertaining to alternatives generated after the 

initial cycle. Thus, the sometimes costly evaluation 

process is avoided after the initial set of optimal alterna

tives is generated. 

For example, consider the situation shown in Figure 

1. Points 1, 2 and 3 represent output combinations for 

three initial alternatives. Associated with each of the 

three alternatives is an output combination and minimum cost 

as determined by the evaluation process. The output quanti

ties could represent production by a multi-output firm or 

outcomes of alternative public policies. For the situations 

shown, alternatives 1, 2 and 3 lie on successively higher 

production possibilities or budget curves. It is important 

to note that the only things known about the production 

possibilities curves are the location of points 1, 2 and 3. 

If the production relationships were fully known, a con

tinuous set of alternatives could be analyzed and the prob

lem being addressed would not exist. 

Partial selections between alternatives 1 and 2 

permits the decision maker to choose any output combination 
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Quantity of 
Output Y 

Quantity of 
Output X 

Figure 1. Region of possible output combinations for partial 
selections of three optimal alternatives. 
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along the line segment between points 1 and 2 in the figure. 

For example, if the decision maker wishes to consider an 

equal blend of the two alternatives, the new partial selec

tion alternative will have an output combination represented 

by P, the midpoint of the segment, and calculated as the 

simple average of the original output quantities. 

The most obvious method of predicting the cost of 

the new partial selection output combination would be to 

average the cost values of the original alternatives. 

Mathematically, 

Bp = 0.5B^ + 0.5B2 

where Bp is the predicted cost of the partial selection 

output combination. For the more general case of any frac

tional combination of the two alternatives, the cost is 

predicted as: 

Bp = ®^1 (1 "" 

where s is the proportion of the first (lower cost) alterna

tive selected. 

Partial selections between any or all of the three 

alternatives expands the possible choices available to the 

decision maker to include any output combination in the 

shaded triangle. However, while the initial alternatives 

are associated with cost values that are known to be minimum 

from the evaluation process, least cost output combinations 
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cannot be guaranteed for partial selection alternatives. 

The partial selection output combination could in actuality 

be unattainable at the predicted cost, and the alternative 

would be infeasible. If the output quantities could be pro

duced at a lower cost than predicted, the partial selection 

alternative is suboptimal. 

Partial Selections in Forest Planning 

In the National Forest planning process, a set of 

alternatives reflecting varying output emphases is used as a 

representation of the production possibilities for a given 

forest. The number of alternatives in the set is restricted 

by the nature of the evaluation process. Generation of each 

alternative requires a computer run of a linear programming 

(LP) model such as FORPLAN (Johnson, Jones and Kent 1980). 

The LP model assigns acreage to treatments such that the 

resulting land allocation optimizes the given objective 

function without violating constraint conditions. By choice 

of objective function and constraint conditions, each run 

generates an alternative with a unique set of outputs, bene

fits, cost and land allocation. The evaluation process also 

requires analysis of socioeconomic and environmental impacts 

for each alternative using computer methods as well as pro

fessional judgement. 

Because only a finite set of alternatives can be 

generated, no single alternative in the set analyzed may be 

totally acceptable. In these instances, partial selections 
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could be a useful technique in avoiding the entire 

evaluation process in generating new alternatives. The 

decision maker could use the minimum cost values for the 

optimal alternatives in predicting the cost of new partial 

selection output combinations. 

Partial Selections in Multilevel 
Forest Planning Models 

A problem found in National Forest land management 

planning is coordination of plans at forest, regional and 

national levels. The multilevel model described by Wong 

(1980) for national planning of forest allocation and pro

duction and the National Assessment Mu1tiresource Model 

(NAMM) proposed by Hof (1983) for the 1990 RPA Assessment 

are examples of computer models that are designed to direct 

selection of individual forest alternatives to meet regional 

and national objectives. 

A simplified version of the NAMM model (Hof 1983) is 

presented in Figure 2 for a forest system of two regions, 

each containing two National Forests. At the local level, a 

detailed analysis of production possibilities using an LP 

forest alternative generator such as FORPLAN {Johnson, Jones 

and Kent 1980) yields a set of proposed (optimal) alterna

tives with associated outputs, benefits and cost. This 

process is consistent with the present planning process at 

the forest level. 



NATIONAL ALTERNATIVES 

National Alternative 
Generator 

Region 1 
4l 

REGIONAL Region 2 
ALTERNATIVES A 

Regionql 
Uter native 
Generators 

Forest 1 

sIHm 

Forest 2 Forest 3 Forest 4 

NATIONAL FOREST ALTERNATIVES 

(from forest alternative generators) 

Figure 2. A simplified multilevel model for forest planning. 
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Selection of alternatives for individual forests is 

performed by the regional alternative generator LP model. 

Objective function and constraint conditions, including 

output requirements, can be varied to generate a wide range 

of production possibilities for the set of alternatives for 

a given region. National alternatives are generated in the 

same manner from the regional alternatives by the national 

alternative generator LP model. 

The individual forest alternatives that serve as 

choice variables for the regional LP model and the resulting 

regional alternatives that serve as choice variables for the 

national model can be treated as continuous or binary (zero, 

one) variables (Bradley, Hax and Magnanti 1977). If alter

natives are constrained to be binary choice variables, an 

alternative is either chosen by the higher level model 

(assigned a value of one) or not chosen (zero value). Each 

regional alternative would then be the combination of indi

vidual forest alternatives that optimize the regional objec

tive function without violating constraint capacities. 

Likewise, national alternatives would be a summation of 

individual regional alternatives chosen by the national LP 

model. 

Defining the choice variables as continuous would 

allow them to take on any value from zero to one. Thus the 

regional optimization model could choose a single alterna

tive for a given forest or a fractional combination of 
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alternatives. When the latter occurs, a partial selection 

(USDA Forest Service 1982) has been made by the higher level 

model. Partial selections imply that either no feasible 

binary combination of the original alternatives exists to 

meet constraint requirements, or that improvement of the 

objective function can be achieved by choosing a fractional 

combination of alternatives (Hof, Joyce, Alward and Hoekstra 

1983). 

The continuous variable formulation of the model 

provides a vast increase in possible solutions available to 

the higher level model. Since binary solutions are still 

available to the model, the objective function value for the 

continuous variable formulation can be no worse in terms of 

optimization than for the binary model. In addition, in-

feasibi1ities may be eliminated in certain instances, al

though they remain a possibility. Thus, the usefulness of 

partial selections in multilevel models lies in the possi

bility of avoiding infeasible problem formulations and in 

improving objective function values relative to a binary 

variable formulation of the same system. 

The Problem 

The use of partial selections is of interest because 

the costs of generating new alternatives are avoided for 

situations where none of the initial alternatives is 
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satisfactory to the decision maker.^ While partial selec

tions reduce analytical costs, infeasible or suboptimal 

alternatives may be generated. The question becomes whether 

accepting the possible error in cost estimates for partial 

selection alternatives is preferable to incurring the ex

pense of resources required by the evaluation process. 

This will depend on the nature of the evaluation 

process as well as the magnitude and direction of error of 

the partial selection alternative cost estimates. If the 

partial selection alternatives are in fact infeasible, plans 

generated using the technique will not be operable. Sub-

optimal partial selection alternatives are at least feasible 

and thus have output combinations that are in fact attain

able at the predicted cost. In a sense, when a partial 

selection alternative is generated by a multilevel model, it 

is preferable to the initial optimal alternatives that are 

not selected. A decision maker may also prefer a suboptimal 

partial selection alternative over the choices of optimal 

alternatives. Thus, suboptima1ity of partial selection 

alternatives may be less critical than infeasibi1ity in de

termining the utility of the technique. 

The problem becomes how to determine the degree of 

infeasibi1ity or suboptimality of partial selection alterna

tives without explicitly evaluating them. 

^•The decision maker, or selector of alternatives, 
could be a multilevel computer model. 
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Objectives 

The objectives of this study were to: 

1. Develop hypotheses based on economic theory regard

ing the feasibility and suboptimality of partial 

selection alternatives; 

2. Develop a procedure to test the hypotheses empiri

cally; and 

3. Test the hypotheses for a representative case 

situation. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF PARTIAL SELECTIONS 

The purpose of this chapter is to develop hypotheses 

concerning the factors influencing the magnitude and direc

tion of error in cost estimates of partial selection alter

natives. The "hypotheses will then be tested for a case 

forest planning situation. 

The discussion will initially focus on a time 

horizon constrained model of the forest production system. 

The outputs of alternatives are taken as the total output 

quantities over the planning horizon without regard for the 

distribution of production over time. In actuality, timing 

of output flows may require special consideration and will 

be examined later. 

Although a partial selection may involve any number 

of alternatives, only combinations of two alternatives will 

be discussed. This should present no problem, as any par

tial selection can be thought of as a change in production 

from an initial optimal alternative. The convention here 

will be to examine changes from the lower budget alternative 

of the pair of initial alternatives being combined. 

12 
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Feasibility of Partial Selection Alternatives 

An intuitive example will be used to demonstrate 

that partial selections of forest alternatives generate 

output combinations that can in fact be produced at the pre

dicted cost (partial selection alternatives are at least 

feasible). 

Consider the 10-90 partial selection of the two al

ternatives shown in Table 1. For simplicity the forest is 

assumed to be divided into two analysis areas. The acreage 

in each analysis area must be assigned to one of three pre

scriptions. Partial selection outputs, benefits and cost 

are calculated as a weighted average of the original values. 

A land allocation for the partial selection alternative can 

be generated in the same manner from the land allocations 

corresponding to the original alternatives. 

The proportionality conditions of linear programming 

(Budnick, Mojena and Vollmann 1977) guarantee that output 

quantities and cost will change by the same proportion as 

the acreage assigned to a given prescription. Thus the land 

allocation for the partial selection alternative will pro

duce the required output levels at the cost derived by 

fractionally combining the budget requirements of the ori

ginal alternatives. In other words, the partial selection 

alternative is feasible. 

It can also be shown that, for the example, the par

tial selection alternative will be suboptimal. Each of the 
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Table 1. Outputs, Benefits, Cost and Land Allocation for a 
10-90 Partial Selection of Two Forest Alternatives. 

Outputs, Benefits and Cost 

Alternative Alternative 10-90 Partial 
1 2 Selection 

Fraction 
chosen .1 .9 .1 (120) + .9 (300) 

= 282 

Sawtimber 
(MMBF) 120 300 .1 (4743) + .9(9840) 

= 9330 

PNW (M$) 4743 9840 .1 (4743) + .9(9840) 
9330 

Cost (M$) 1158 4039 .1 (1158) + .9 (4039) 
~ 3751 

Lane 1 Allocation 

Acreage Assigned by Prescription (M Acres) 

Alternative Alternative 10-90 Partial 
1 2 Selection 

Analysis Prescription Prescription Prescription 
Area A B C  A B C  A B C 

1 100 50 50 .1(100) .9(50) .9(50) 
=10 =45 =45 

2 400 100 500 .9(500) .1(400) .1(100) 
=450 =40 =10 



original alternatives assigns the acreage in the forest to 

three prescriptions. The partial selection alternative 

allocates the acreage to the six available prescriptions. 

Since each prescription assigned to acreage would constitute 

a basis variable in a linear programming solution corres

ponding to the given land allocation, the number of 

variables in the basis increases by three for the partial 

selection alternative. Optimal LP solutions must have the 

same number of variables in the basis as the number of rows 

(constraints) included in the model (Budnick, Mojena and 

Vollmann 1977). Since utilization of constraint capacity 

also conforms to proportionality conditions, no new slack or 

surplus variables enter or leave the solution corresponding 

to the partial selection alternative. Since the number of 

variables in the basis exceeds the number of rows for the 

partial selection alternative, it must be suboptimal. In 

other words, by reassigning acreage to prescriptions, the 

partial selection output quantities could be produced at a 

lower cost than predicted. 

If the original alternatives assign acreage to iden

tical prescriptions but in different quantities, the number 

of variables in the basis will remain unchanged for any 

partial selection and the alternative will be optimal. For 

this special case, output quantities and cost change 

equiproportionately in moving from a proposed alternative to 

a  p a r t i a l  s e l e c t i o n  o u t p u t  c o m b i n a t i o n  d u e  t o  t h e  
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proportionality conditions of LP. The conditions are no 

longer guaranteed when different prescriptions are included 

in the alternatives being combined, as in Table 1. 

Feasibility of partial selection alternatives can 

also be demonstrated graphically. Figure 3 illustrates the 

special case of partial selection of alternatives with the 

same budget requirement. 

Any partial selection output combination will lie on 

the line segment between points 1 and 2 representing the two 

initial alternatives. The corresponding predicted cost is 

derived as: 

Bp = sBj + (1 — s)B^ 

where B-^ is the cost of producing either initial output com

bination. For a strictly convex production possibilities 

curve, any partial selection generates a corresponding 

output combination that lies inside the curve for its asso

ciated predicted cost. Thus the partial selection alterna

tive must be feasible but suboptimal. For points such as T, 

closer to an optimal alternative, the degree of subopti-

mality is expected to be less due to the convexity of the 

production possibilities curve. 

Optimal partial selection alternatives would be 

generated for this special case only for a linear production 

possibilities curve over the range of output change. This 

corresponds to equiproportional changes in output quantities 
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Quantity 
of Output 

Quantity of 
Output X 

Figure 3. Partial Selection of Two Alternatives with the 
Same Budget Requirements. 
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and cost for the case of alternatives with identical pre

scriptions described previously. 

Returns to Outlay and Marginal Cost 

Equiproportiona 1 changes in output quantities and 

cost required for optimality of partial selection alterna

tives translates to constant returns to a single factor, the 

required budget. Here the required budget is used as an 

aggregate measure of inputs. 

Changes in output related to changes in cost (bud

get) have been referred to as returns to outlay (Russell and 

Wilkinson 1979). Since in forest planning the decision 

maker will probably select desired output levels and predict 

the required budget, it is more useful to relate changes in 

cost to the change in output quantities required by a 

partial selection. This leads to the use of the dual formu

lation of returns to outlay, marginal cost. 

The marginal cost function for a given product can 

be derived by considering the change in returns to outlay as 

the output quantity is increased. Figure 4 shows total and 

marginal cost functions for three returns to outlay cases. 

The first case illustrates that for increasing returns to 

outlay, the corresponding marginal cost function must be 

decreasing. For the second case, constant returns to outlay 

O t t  , 
An additional input not captured by budget, land, 

is assumed to be fixed in quantity for a given forest and 
cannot be treated as a decision variable. 
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INCREASING RETURNS TO OUTLAY 

Total Cost 

for Output 

X 

Total Cost 

for Output 

Y 

Total Cost 

for Output 

Z 

Cost per 

Unit of 

Output X 

Quantity of 

Output X 

Quantity of 

Output X 

CONSTANT RETURNS IQ OUTLAY 

Cost per 

Unit of 

Output Y 

Quantity of 

Output Y 

Quantity of 

Output Y 

DECREASING RETURNS TO OUTLAY 

Cost per 

Unit of 

Output Z 

Quantity of 

Output Z 

Quantity of 

Output Z 

Figure A. Total and Marginal Cost Functions for Three Returns 
to Outlay Cases. 
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are associated with a linear .total cost function and 

marginal cost must be constant. 

For the third case, it is demonstrated that decreas

ing returns to outlay generates a marginal cost function 

that must be increasing. In the discussion that follows, 

increasing marginal cost functions will be assumed. This 

assumption seems most reasonable because an LP algorithm 

brings into solution successively higher cost prescriptions 

in determining the land allocation that produces a given 

output combination for a cost minimization objective. In 

addition, it also seems intuitively reasonable that partial 

selection of forest alternatives will generally involve 

changes in outputs over production ranges where returns to 

outlay are decreasing. 

Suboptimality of Partial 
Selection Alternatives 

It has been shown that partial selections of forest 

alternatives are at least feasible. The discussion will now 

center on factors influencing the error, or degree of sub-

optimality of partial selection alternatives, for two dif

ferent models of the forest production system. The first 

model assumes independence of marginal cost functions for 

forest outputs. A production system with interrelated 

marginal cost functions will then be examined. 
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Independent Production of 
Forest Outputs 

It is important to note here that the independence 

being assumed relates to marginal cost functions of the 

forest outputs. Thus the marginal cost function for a given 

output is not influenced by level of production of the other 

outputs. While partial selection output levels are in fact 

linked through s, the partial selection proportion, the cost 

of changing a given output is independent of other produc

tion levels. 

It has been shown previously that partial selection 

alternatives are optimal only when returns to outlay are 

constant (marginal cost is constant). This follows from 

implicitly costing production changes from an initial 

optimal output combination at a constant proportion of the 

total cost change between the original alternatives. Cost 

of a partial selection alternative is derived as: 

PREDICTED COST = sBx + (1 - s)B2 (1) 

for combining the initial alternatives 1 and 2 with budget 

requirements and B2. 

The budget requirement for this second alternative, 

B2f is equal to plus the cost of the production change 

necessary to generate the output combination of the second 

alternative. Substituting to eliminate B2* 
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PREDICTED COST = SBx + (1-s)[Bx 

+ MCx(X)dx + MCy(Y)dy] 

where X and Y represent the two output variables and the 

marginal cost function for a given product is dependent only 

on its own output level (assuming independent production and 

constant factor prices). Using TC^ to represent the total 

cost of the production change between alternatives 1 and 2 

for output i: 

PREDICTED COST = Bx + (l-s)TCx + (l-s)TCY (2) 

where cost is predicted as the first budget plus a propor

tion of the total cost of the production change required to 

move from the lower cost output combination (X-^Y^) to 

(x 2 # Y 2 ̂ * 

Now the following identities will be used to 

eliminate s: 

X2 Xp Xp — Xi 
S = x2 . <XP " Xl' 1-8 = Y2 _ ?! <¥P " Yl> 

where Xp is the partial selection output level for product 

X. It can be seen that as Xp approaches X2/ s goes to zero 

and all of the second alternative is chosen. A similar pair 

of expressions exists for output Y. 

Substituting for (1-s) in equation (2): 
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TCx 
PREDICTED COST = Bn + (Xp - X, ) 

X2 - xi * x 

The total cost term, when divided by the difference in 

output levels between the proposed alternatives, yields a 

constant that is used as the predictor of the cost of output 

changes required by a partial selection alternative. This 

constant for a given product is the average marginal cost. 

Substituting AMC^ for the average marginal cost of output i, 

the desired result is obtained: 

PREDICTED COST = Bx + AMCX(Xp - X^ 

+ AMCy (Yp - Yx) (3) 

Here output changes from the lower cost alternative are as

sumed to incur a constant per unit cost in absence of know

ledge of the true form of the marginal cost functions. 

If marginal cost functions could be derived, actual 

cost of the partial selection output combination could be 

determined by the following equation: 

Xp Yp 

ACTUAL COST = B1 + MCx(X)dx + MCy(Y)dy 

xx Y-l (4) 



where form of the marginal cost functions is critical in 

determining the cost of output changes. The relationship 

between form of marginal cost functions and the error in 

cost estimates (degree of suboptimality) of partial selec

tion alternatives will be described for several nondecreas-

ing types of functions. 

Form of Marginal Cost Functions 
and Partial Selection Suboptimality 

As an introductory example consider the two alterna

tives shown in figure 5. Any partial selection output 

combination will lie along the line segment between points 1 

and 2 and require a production increase for both outputs 

relative to the low budget alternative 1. The error, or 

degree of suboptimality of a partial selection alternative, 

is: 

ERROR = PREDICTED COST - ACTUAL COST (5) 

Substituting equations (3) and (4) into equation (5): 

XP 

ERROR = [AMCx(Xp - - MCx(X)dx] 

X1 
YP 

+ [AMCy (Yp - Yx) - MCy (Y) dy] (6) 

Y1 

Figure 6 shows the graphical derivation of the total error 

for a partial selection of the two alternatives shown in 
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Quantity of 
Output Y 

X| Xp Quantity of 
Output X 

Figure 5. Partial Selection Alternative Requiring and Increase 
in Two Outputs Relative to the Lower Budget Alterna
tives . 
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Figure 6. Determination of Partial Selection Error for 
Two Outputs with Linear Marginal Cost Functions. 
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figure 5. Initially linear marginal cost functions will be 

assumed for simplicity. In the figure, average marginal 

cost for each product is a horizontal line, and the area 

under the average marginal cost line and the marginal cost 

function are the same for a given product between the output 

quantities of the two original alternatives, X^ to an<^ Yl 

to Y2. 

For the given pair of marginal cost functions, and 

any increasing marginal cost functions, AMC^ is greater than 

MCj for initial production increases from the alternative 1 

combination, (X-^Y^)* Thus, the error for a given product 

is positive (toward suboptimality) and accumulates as the 

required output level increases up to a maximum at the point 

where MC intersects AMC from below.3 For linear marginal 

cost functions, this occurs at the production combination 

required for equal selection of the two alternatives (s=.5). 

Increases in production beyond this point involve cancella

tion of error such that at the output levels of alternative 

2, error is zero (it is an optimal alternative). 

For the partial selection output combination (Xp,Yp) 

in the figure, error from output X is the area ABCD, 

•a 
The intuitive proof of feasibility shown previously 

in. Table 1 holds because linearly combining the land alloca
tions, outputs and cost generates constant marginal cost 
functions. The suboptima1ity that followed based on the 
number of basis variables corresponds here to increasing 
marginal cost functions. 
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corresponding to eXp on the vertical axis of the graph of 

the error due to output X. Similarly the partial selection 

error from output Y is derived as the area EFGH, or eYp on 

the vertical axis of the graph of error due to output Y. 

Because the marginal cost functions are assumed to 

be independent, the two error functions can be summed to 

generate a total error function. For any given value of s, 

error is read as the height of the function. 

For increasing marginal cost functions, the error 

function for a given product must be zero for the two ori

ginal alternatives and reach a single maximum somewhere in 

the interior region of possible output levels. For this 

example, two additional results, that cannot be generalized 

to nonlinear marginal cost functions, are that the error 

functions are symmetrical and the maximum error occurs for 

equal (50-50) selection of the original alternatives. 

Figure 7 illustrates the derivation of the total 

error function for two products with different forms of non

linear marginal cost functions. The function for output X 

has a nearly constant marginal cost up to the point of maxi

mum error at output level XM. Error cancels relatively 

quickly past this point due to the increasing slope of the 

marginal cost function. 

Conversely, the marginal cost function for output Y 

generates a relatively large error for initial production 

changes from Y^. Here the maximum error occurs at YN, 
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Figure 7. Determination of Partial Selection Error for Two 
Outputs with Nonlinear Marginal Cost Functions. 
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closer to Y^ than to Y2- Error cancels slowly past the 

output level YN due to the decreasing slope of the marginal 

cost function. For this example, output Y contributes more 

to the total error function than does output X. Thus the 

total error function has a maximum, emax' ̂ or Partial 

selection proportion sMAX that is much closer to the value 

sN that maximizes error for output Y than to sM, the 

proportion that maximizes error for output X. 

Before continuing it should be noted that the 

possible forms of marginal cost functions that could be en

countered are endless. Nonetheless, the general concepts 

presented here should be helpful guidelines in dealing with 

various functional forms. The marginal cost functions for 

outputs X and Y in these two examples were selected to 

provide a best and worst case type of scenario in terms of 

partial selection error, against which other linear or non

linear functional forms may be compared. 

It is not always the case that all output quantities 

increase in moving toward the higher budget alternative.^ 

Figure 8 illustrates a situation where output X will 

decrease in moving from the lower budget alternative 1 

toward alternative 2. For any partial selection of the two 

alternatives, the predicted cost is of the form derived 

earlier: 

^For initial alternatives with equal budget re
quirements, at least one output quantity must decrease in 
moving from one optimal alternative toward the other. 
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Quantity of 
Output Y 

X2 Xp X-| Quantity of 
Output X 

Figure 8. Partial Selection Alternative That Requires a 
Decrease in One Output. 
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PREDICTED COST = Bx - AMCX(Xx - Xp) 

+ AMCy (Yp - Yx) (7) 

where now a cost savings is obtained for the decreased pro

duction of output X. 

Now, for the actual cost, 

X1 

ACTUAL COST = - MCx(X)dx 

Xp Y 

Y1 

MCx(Y)dy (8) 

where the savings from decreased production of output X is 

properly costed according to marginal cost. 

Subtracting equation (8) from equation (7) to obtain 

an error function: 

X1 

ERROR = MCx(X)dx - AMCX(XL - Xp) 

Xp Yp 

+ AMCy {Yp - Yx) - MCy(Y)dy (9) 

Y1 

which is not the same as equation (6) derived previously. 

Output Y is treated in the same manner as before for 

production increases. Examining the error due to output X: 
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X1 

ERRORx = MCx(X)dx - AMCX - Xp) 

XP 

For increasing marginal cost functions this error for output 

X must be positive. Now the cost savings due to a produc

tion decrease is being underestimated, and once again error 

is in the direction of suboptimality. Thus, error for 

individual products is always additive regardless of the 

direction of output changes. Hence, including additional 

costed outputs in an LP model representing the forest pro

duction system can only increase the degree of suboptimality 

of any partial selection alternative generated using the 

model. 

The hypotheses developed under the assumption of 

independent marginal cost functions are: 

1. Partial selection alternatives are feasible for 

products with nondecreasing marginal cost functions. 

2. For increasing marginal cost functions, partial 

selection alternatives will be suboptimal. This 

follows from implicitly assuming a constant marginal 

cost, i.e., average marginal cost, for output 

changes between optimal alternatives. 

3. Error for an output or a partial selection has a 

zero value for the output quantities of the original 

alternatives and has a single maximum in the in

terior region of possible production change. 
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4. The magnitude of error generated by a given output 

will decrease as the marginal cost function approxi

mates a constant marginal cost over the range of 

production change being considered. 

5. For independent marginal cost functions, total error 

for a multiproduct system is a summation of the in

dividual product errors, with the relative contri

bution of each product being determined by item 4 

above. Error is additive for products with output 

levels being increased or decreased if all marginal 

cost functions are increasing in the region of 

production change. 

Joint Production of Forest Outputs 

We now consider a more realistic model of the forest 

production system involving jointness in production of out

puts. Jointness arises due to two factors: commonality of 

inputs and output interactions. For example, fertilization 

to increase timber yields will also raise forage production. 

The input is jointly used by the two products, i.e., both 

production functions contain a term for the fertilizer in

put. Not having to purchase and apply the input twice re

sults in a cost savings, i.e., the marginal cost functions 

shift downward due to the common input usage. 

An upward shift due to commonality is also a possi

bility, although the examples seem to be far less numerous. 

Using herbicides to decrease the cost of timber operations 
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could also decrease forage production. Here the production 

functions both contain terms for the herbicide treatment, 

although it can be thought of as an input only for timber 

production. It could be considered to be a negative 

externality in the production of forage. Thus the marginal 

cost function for forage is shifted upward due to herbicide 

usage. 

Output interactions arise from ecological inter

actions between products. In other words, the production 

function for a given output contains terms for other output 

variables. These interactions can be in either direction in 

terms of shifting marginal cost functions. For example, 

increasing the recreation use on a forest may have negative 

impacts on wildlife populations or timber production. 

Forage production can have a positive influence on wildlife 

populations. The various interactions between wildlife 

populations are also examples of product interactions. 

As a result of commonality of inputs and product 

interactions, the cost of a treatment cannot be allocated to 

a single output (Silberberg 1978). For example, a pre

scribed burn that simultaneously increases several products 

has a cost that cannot be allocated to the outputs it has an 

impact on. Additional examples include law enforcement, 

fire protection, and maintenance of soil and water quality. 

Examples of treatments that affect the production of a 

single output exclusively seem scarce. 
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For a joint production system, we begin by describ

ing a minimum cost function C* for the production of n out

puts using m inputs {Silberberg 1978): 

C trl'r2' •••» rm'Yl'Y2' •••' Yn' 

where r-^ through rm are factor prices for m inputs, and the 

Y^'s represent output quantities for n products. The 

difference between this and the independent system discussed 

previously now arises as the marginal cost function for a 

given product will be a function of other output quantities 

as well as its own output level. Taking first partials and 

holding factor prices constant, 

C* 
— MC • • •, Y J- J ), i = 1, .. . ,n 

Yi 

where MC^ is the marginal cost function for output i. For 

this joint production system, the marginal cost function for 

a given product may contain the output variables for any or 

all of the other products. 

If the marginal cost function for output i is 

dependent on the quantity being produced of output j, then 

the second cross partial derivative with respect to Yj will 

be nonzero: 

2C* MCi 
= — j t  0 
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In other words, the marginal cost of output i is influenced 

by the quantity being produced of output j. 

This situation is shown in figure 9. Two products X 

and Y are being jointly produced. Initially, assume output 

Y is being produced at the quantity Y, generating the mar

ginal cost function MCX(X,Y). At greater output levels of 

Y, for example Y in the figure, two possible situations are 

shown. If there is a competitive relationship between the 

products, the higher marginal cost function MCX
1(X,Y) is 

appropriate. The lower function MCX
2 (X,Y) is for a comple

mentary relationship between the outputs. 

It was shown by Hof (in process) that the cost of a 

production change can be represented by a line integral of 

the marginal cost functions, and that while total cost is 

not dependent on the path of integration, the allocation of 

cost to individual products is path dependent. Thus there 

is an infinite number of possible integration paths, or cost 

allocations, for a given production change. 

Two possible expressions for the actual cost of a 

partial selection output combination (x
p,Yp) are derived as: 



Cost per 
Unit of 
Output X 
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.MCl(X,Y> 

MCX(X,Y) 

MC|(X,Y) 

Quantity of Output X 

Figure 9. Dependent Marginal Cost Functions for Two 
Outputs in a Joint Production System. 
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Xp 

ACTUAL COST = + MCj^XfY^dx 

Y 
X1 

P 

MCy(Xp,Y)dy (10a) 

Y1 

XP 

ACTUAL COST = B1 = MCx(X,Yp)dx 

X1 
YP 

*1 

MCY(XlrY)dy (10b) 

where the combination (Xp,Yp) constitutes a production 

increase relative to the low budget combination (X^Y-^). 

The first equation involves integrating the marginal cost 

function for output X first, with the quantity of output Y 

held constant at Y^f and then integrating the marginal cost 

for output Y, with the quantity of output X held constant at 

Xp. The second integrates the function for Y first, holding 

output X at X^, and then the function for X, holding Y con

stant at Yp. These are two of the possible paths of inte

gration. 

An equivalent pair of expressions can also be de

rived for the predicted cost of the partial selection output 

combination: 

PREDICTED COST = sBj^ + (1 - s)B2 
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Substituting for the joint cost of the second alternative, 

Xp 

PREDICTED COST = + (1 - s) [B^ + MCjjtX^Jdx 

YP 

Y1 

X1 

MCy(Xp , Y)dy] 

and collecting terms. 

Xp 

PREDICTED COST = BL + (X - s) [ MCjjfX^Jdx 

YP 

Y1 

X1 

MCy(Xp, Y)dy] (11a) 

In equation (11a), the marginal cost function for 

output X is integrated first. Alternatively, integrating 

the marginal cost function for output Y first, a second ex

pression is generated: 

Xp 

PREDICTED COST = B1 + (1 - s)[ MCx(X,Yp)dx 

Y ^ XP 

+ MCy(Xx,Y)dy] (lib) 
Y1 

r 

Once again marginal costs of production changes are 

being incorrectly assumed to be constant, as in the case of 

independent marginal cost functions. Now, however, cost 

cannot be allocated to individual products. As a result of 
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the predicted and actual costs being non-a11ocab1 e, the 

partial selection error also cannot be allocated to 

products. 

This leads to the determination of error illustrated 

in figure 10. For the two joint products, X and Y, output 

levels of a partial selection will be linked through the 

choice of s, the partial selection proportion. Thus there 

will be some marginal cost function associated with increas

ing the value of s, used here as an aggregate measure of 

production changes from the lower budget alternative. Cost 

is predicted to be a constant proportion of the joint cost 

of changing production from (X^Y-^) to (X2,Y2). Thus error 

is generated in the same manner as before, only now output 

changes are expressed through a single variable, s. 

The degree of suboptimality of the partial selection 

alternative is now dependent on the form of the marginal 

cost function for s. This functional form is in turn 

dependent on the forms of the individual output marginal 

cost functions (without production of the other output) as 

well as the interactions between them. 

As stated, error cannot be attributed to individual 

products. In addition, error does not necessarily increase 

with the number of costed outputs in a multiproduct system. 

This is because interactions of product marginal cost 
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Figure 10. Determination of Partial Selection Error for 
Two Joint Products. 
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functions that influence the aggregate marginal cost func

tion cannot be predicted.^ 

Dynamic Considerations for 
Partial Selections 

As a final point in the discussion of the theoreti

cal implications, a dynamically constrained model of forest 

production will be considered. In this case the temporal 

distribution of outputs in the original alternatives is 

critical, as the partial selection output quantities now 

must be set for each period in the planning horizon. 

In the previous model, which was constrained only by 

the planning horizon, partial selection output requirements 

translated into a single constraint for required total 

production of each output in a cost minimization LP formula

tion. In the dynamically constrained model, a single 

constraint is required for each output and time period 

combination. Since the individual time period constraints 

for a product, when considered in sum, also constrain total 

production over the planning horizon, the time period re

quirements result in an increase in the number of con

straints as compared to the model constrained only by the 

planning horizon. Since adding constraints can only de

crease the feasible region of an LP problem formulation, the 

^Predicting the interactions of marginal cost 
functions would have to be done in terms of impact on func
tional form, and not just on whether the functions are 
shifted upward or downward. 
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value of the objective function can only be unchanged or 

decreased in terms of optimality as compared to the less 

restrictive time horizon constrained model. Where the 

objective is to minimize the cost of producing the output 

quantities of a partial selection alternative, the actual 

cost for the dynamically constrained model will be at least 

equal to the actual cost determined in a time horizon con

strained model. 

Cost is predicted in the same manner as a fractional 

combination of the original alternative budget requirements 

and must be the same for the two models being discussed for 

a given pair of optimal alternatives being combined. Thus, 

since predicted cost is the same and actual cost can be in

creased by adding the time period constraints, degree of 

suboptimality of a partial selection alternative may be de

creased in a dynamically constrained model relative to a 

time horizon constrained model. 

The same logic as above applies to other intertem

poral constraints such as nondeclining even flow, sustained 

yield constraints, or ending inventory constraints. Actual 

cost can be increased due to these constraints in a cost 

minimization formulation to produce partial selection output 

quantities. If actual cost is increased by intertemporal 

constraints, partial selection error must decrease since 

predicted cost is not influenced by the constraint condi

tions . 



The hypotheses developed earlier as modified to re

flect considerations of joint production and dynamics are: 

1. Partial selection alternatives are feasible for 

aggregate marginal cost functions that are increas

ing. This result is guaranteed for forest planning 

using LP. Interactions of marginal cost functions 

make prediction of feasibility based on product mar

ginal cost functions impossible. Although feasi

bility is guaranteed for an increasing aggregate 

marginal cost function, increasing functions also 

lead to suboptimal partial selection alternatives. 

This follows from implicitly costing output changes 

(changes in s) at a constant {average marginal 

cost). 

2. For an aggregate or product marginal cost function 

that increases with sr the error function for a par

tial selection will have a value of zero for the 

original alternative output quantities (s = 0,1) and 

have a single maximum in the interior region of 

possible production change. 

3. Error functions are symmetrical for linear marginal 

cost functions, but not for other possible func-

I  

tional forms. 

4. The magnitude of error for a partial seelction will 

decrease as the marginal cost, expressed as a 



function of s, approximates a constant function over 

the range of production change being considered. 

5. Error tends to be additive between products with 

increasing marginal cost functions regardless of the 

direction of output changes. For independent mar

ginal cost functions, the error for a partial selec

tion is simply the summation of individual product 

errors. Interactive marginal cost functions can 

negate additivity of product errors, i.e., adding a 

new costed output to a model formulation does not 

necessarily lead to a larger magnitude of error for 

a given partial selection, because the form of mar

ginal cost functions for the original products may 

be altered. 

6. If production is joint, error cannot be allocated to 

individual products. 

7. Constraints on intertemporal output flows may de

crease the error of partial selection alternatives, 

but cannot increase error. 

The results of the empirical analysis to follow will 

be examined and applied to the validity of the developed 

hypotheses. While the general analysis to be described is 

designed to address as many of the postulates as possible 

for the resources available, the validation of the entire 

set is beyond the scope of this study. 



CHAPTER THREE 

PROCEDURE 

The basic procedure was to construct an LP model of 

a forest production system and use it to generate alterna

tives from which to test partial selections. A dynamically 

constrained model was utilized in the analysis exclusively. 

Constructing the LP Model 

Data assembled by the Coconino National Forest staff 

in the current land management planning effort was used to 

build an LP model to investigate partial selections. The 

data consisted of production coefficients and costs by 

period for each prescription/analysis area combination, 

prices for valued outputs, and utilization coefficients for 

certain constraint capacities (for example, ending inventory 

coefficients). The data base was abridged from the 51 

analysis areas that were identified by the forest staff on a 

forest-wide basis to 24 analysis areas representing commer

cial timber stands, i.e., stands capable of producing 20 

cubic feet per acre per year. The planning horizon was 

shortened from 200 to 150 years, represented by decades for 

the first 50 years and by two 50-year periods for the re

maining 100 years. The number of valued outputs carried in 

47 
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the model was decreased to only two products. Trimming the 

model down was necessary to save on the cost of computer 

runs and is not considered to be a major drawback as the 

main trade-offs between timber and the other forest outputs 

are likely to occur on the commercial forest land. However, 

the model cannot be taken as an accurate representation of 

the Coconino National Forest planning model or the actual 

production capabilities of the entire forest. 

In selecting products to include in the model, 

initial runs of the model were performed to determine if a 

given product had a range of production capabilities suffi

cient to provide a test of the hypotheses generated regard

ing partial selection of alternatives. Based on this analy

sis, sawtimber and grazing capacity were selected as the 

output variables for which partial selection output require

ments were to be set. Water yield was also tested but could 

only be produced within very narrow limits, which was con

sidered unsatisfactory for the purpose of this analysis. 

For convenience, water yield was left in the model as a 

valued output and appears in the solutions (Appendix A). 

However, output requirements for a given partial selection 

were set only for sawtimber and grazing capacity. 

A fourth output included in the model was net timber 

yield, an aggregation of the yields of sawtimber, pulpwood 

and fuelwood. This output is not priced and was included in 

the model for the sole reason of imposing a nondeclining 
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even flow constraint. It was considered to be more appro

priate to apply this constraint on the total output of all 

timber products rather than on sawtimber only. 

The XMP linear programming package (Marsten 1981) 

was used in generating initial alternatives and testing 

partial selection alternatives. For this package, a user 

supplied program reads in the matrix coefficients and objec

tive function values one column at a time and sets con

straint levels and types. Upper and lower bounds can be 

specified for column variables. The basic structure of the 

LP model constructed for the production system being ana

lyzed is shown in figure 11. The structure is similar to a 

Model I version FORPLAN (Johnson and Scheurman 1977) . 

Considering columns first, the first 27 represent 

the set of management prescriptions for analysis area one. 

Each prescription uses constraint capacity and generates 

outputs that are carried for each column as per acre pro

duction values for each time period in the planning horizon. 

There are a total of 587 prescriptions for the 24 analysis 

areas included in the model. 

Columns 588 through 594 represent net timber produc

tion forest wide for each of the seven time periods. The 

following 21 columns, numbers 595 through 615, represent 

output by period for sawtimber, grazing capacity, and water 

yield. Each product requires one column for each period in 

the planning horizon. 
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Figure 11. Matrix Structure for the 617 Column, 61 Row 
Linear Programming Model. 
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Column 616 is the long run sustained yield variable 

and 617 is total discounted cost over the planning horizon. 

The former was included in the model as a column variable in 

order to apply a constraint, the latter for placing bounds 

on budget and determining the cost of alternatives. The 

right hand side identifies the type (jC, = , _>) and level of 

capacity of the corresponding constraint (row). 

The first 24 rows are acreage constraints designed 

to limit treatments to the available acreage in each analy

sis area. For example, row one simply sums the acreage 

allocated to the 27 available prescriptions for analysis 

area one and requires this sum be equal to 1790, the total 

acreage in analysis area one. The constraint is of the 

equality type because a less than or equa'l to formulation 

would allow no management at a cost of zero to be a possible 

prescription, which does not meet minimum legal requirements 

for soil, water, air and wildlife protection. 

Rows 25 through 31 are accounting rows that contain 

the per acre output coefficients for net timber for 587 pre

scriptions and seven time periods. The negative one con

tained in each row under the corresponding column variable 

for net timber causes forest wide production of net timber 

by time period to flow into the column variables 588 through 

594. For example, row 25 defines the mathematical relation

ship between the first 587 column variables, the set of 

prescriptions for the entire area being analyzed, and column 
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variable 588, the net timber produced in the first time 

period. Mathematically, each per acre output coefficient 

for net timber production in the first time period is multi

plied by the acreage assigned to the corresponding prescrip

tion and the sum across all prescriptions and analysis areas 

is set equal to column variable 588, net timber produced in 

time period one. 

Rows 32 through 52 set up the relationships for saw-

timber, grazing capacity and water yield for each time 

period. Because the portion of the matrix containing these 

production coefficients had non-zero entries for almost 

every prescription, product and time period combination, it 

is called the dense portion of the matrix. 

Row 53 contains coefficients for each prescription 

that represent the average per acre sustained yield capacity 

for a ten year period generated by the corresponding pre

scription. The resulting summation, when multiplied by the 

assigned acreages, is set equal to column variable number 

616, total sustained yield capacity of the forest area being 

analyzed per ten year period. 

Row 55 is the long run sustained yield constraint, 

requiring that one fifth times the final 50-year harvest be 

no greater than the sustained yield capacity generated by 

the corresponding land allocation on a per ten year period 

basis (the 0.2 coefficient for final period yield of net 

timber is to equate the length of the two time frames). 
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Row 54 defines the total cost, in present value 

terms, forest wide over the planning horizon. A single row 

is sufficient for cost (and long run sustained yield) be

cause per period values are not considered necessary. All 

costs identified by the Coconino staff for treatments are 

included in the total cost of a given prescription and not 

just the costs to be incurred by the Forest Service. 

The final row shown is the objective function. For 

a maximization of present net worth formulation it contains 

cost estimates for each prescription and prices for each 

output by period. Other forms of the objective function are 

of course possible. Prices can be dropped from the objec

tive function for cost minimization problems or costs could 

be omitted for a maximization of present total benefits. 

The XMP package also allows both upper and lower 

bounds to be placed on any column variable. For example, if 

an upper bound of is placed on the cost variable 617, 

then the budget cannot exceed this value. Lower bounds 

impose minimum values for column variables that must be 

achieved if the problem is to be feasible. 

In making successive runs of the model on the com

puter, matrix coefficients, costs and constraint levels 

remain unchanged. Variations were made in the objective 

function, upper and lower bounds on column variables, and 

prices in the initial generation of alternatives from which 

the partial selections were made. 
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Optimizing the objective function subject to stated 

constraints and bounds will result in all 617 column vari

ables being assigned values, although many will remain at 

zero levels. Values assigned to the first 587 variables 

determines the land allocation, the acreage devoted to each 

prescription. The remaining values identify the output 

levels of each product by period over the planning horizon, 

long run sustained yield capability of the forest for the 

given land allocation, and cost. In addition, information 

is provided regarding any nonequality constraints that are 

underachieved or surpassed in the solution. The final piece 

of data provided by the solution to the problem formulation 

is the value of the objective function. 

Generating a Set of Optimal Alternatives 

Initially a set of optimal alternatives must be 

generated and described by LP runs in terms of output 

quantities and required budget levels for each alternative 

in the set. A maximization of present net worth using 

prices as given from the Coconino data was performed ini

tially to generate the first alternative in the set. The 

budget level determined for this alternative was assumed to 

be one typically considered in the forest planning process. 

Three additional alternatives with varying product 

* emphases were located on the production possibilities curve 

for the present net worth maximization budget level. This 

was accomplished by placing an upper bound on cost at the 
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value of the PNW maximization budget level, and then maxi

mizing present benefits for systematically varying relative 

prices for the two outputs, sawtimber and grazing capacity. 

Each LP run thus generates an optimal output combination for 

the given pair of relative prices and the allowable budget 

level (the PNW maximization budget level). It was deter

mined in this preliminary analysis that relative price 

increases for sawtimber did not significantly alter the 

solution values obtained from the first alternative, PNW 

maximization.^ Thus, the relative price of grazing capacity 

was systematically increased for successive LP runs, holding 

the price of sawtimber constant, to emphasize the production 

of grazing capacity relative to sawtimber. Of numerous 

relative price increases analyzed for grazing capacity, 

increases by factors of 3, 30, and 100 generated alterna

tives with significantly different product emphases. The 

set of four alternatives, corresponding to relative prices 

of grazing capacity increased by factors of 1, 3, 30 and 100 

from the prices used by the Coconino National Forest, were 

assumed to represent adequately (for hypothesis testing) the 

range of product emphases possible for the forest at the PNW 

maximization budget level. 

®The PNW maximization generates a solution almost 
identical to a maximization of physical output of sawtimber. 
Thus, increasing the price for sawtimber had little or no 
affect on the solution. 
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The four alternatives correspond to points 1, 2, 3 

and 4 in figure 12, a graphical illustration of the output 

combinations corresponding to the optimal alternatives 

forming the initial set. Partial selections of the four 

equal budget alternatives could generate alternatives with 

output combinations anywhere within the area bounded by line 

segments connecting the known points of optimality, 1, 2, 3 

and 4. 

A lower budget alternative, represented by point 5 

in the figure, was generated for combining with the higher 

budget alternatives in testing partial selections of alter

natives with different budget requirements. This was 

accomplished by setting an upper bound on cost at a value of 

one half the PNW maximization budget level, and maximizing 

present benefits using the original set of relative prices. 

Returning to figure 12, partial selections between 

the set of five optimal alternatives can generate alterna

tives with output combinations anywhere within the area 

bounded by line segments connecting the known points of 

optimality, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

Determining Partial Selections To Be Tested 

The next step was to determine which alternatives to 

combine arid at what fractional combination levels (values of 

s) . 

To examine partial selections of initial alterna

tives with different budget requirements, the lower budget 
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Figure 12. Possible Partial Selection Output Combinations 
for the Initial Set of Five Optimal Alternatives. 
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alternative was combined with each of the four higher budget 

alternatives. In an attempt to generate partial selections 

with the maximum error possible for the set of initial al

ternatives, 50-50 partial selections were tested. The maxi

mum error is not guaranteed for equal selection of initial 

alternatives, but without prior knowledge of the functional 

form of marginal cost functions, there is no basis for pre

dicting the value of s that maximizes error. 

To determine if error is relatively low near initial 

(optimal) alternatives, as expected from the results of the 

theoretical considerations, 10-90 and 90-10 partial selec

tions were also tested. Since the two fractional combina

tion levels are equidistant in terms of production change 

from optimal alternatives for a given pair, symmetry of the 

total error function can be examined. 

Combining the four pairs of initial alternatives at 

three fractional combination levels generates twelve dif

ferent partial selection alternatives, or output combina

tions for which cost was determined by LP runs. 

The number of partial selections that could be 

tested to determine the actual cost of partial selection 

output combinations was limited by the study budget. Thus, 

for testing partial selections of alternatives with the same 

budget requirement, only 50-50 partial selections were 

tested. In addition, only the alternative generated by 

maximizing PNW using the original relative prices was 
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combined with the other three alternatives with the same 

budget requirement. Combining the three resulting pairs of 

initial alternatives at the 50-50 level generated three 

partial selections to be tested. Thus a total of 15 partial 

selections were tested in the analysis, the output combina

tions for which are shown in figure 13. The labels on 

alternatives in the figure correspond to the run numbers in 

Table 2, a listing of all LP runs required in the analysis. 

As shown in the table, five runs were required to 

generate the set of initial optimal alternatives. The re

maining 15 runs were made to determine to actual cost for 

each of the partial selection output combinations. 

In testing partial selections, required output 

levels are calculated from the original alternatives being 

combined on a per period basis. These per period production 

requirements for a given partial selection serve as lower 

bounds in a cost minimization LP run. Thus the minimum cost 

of producing the required partial selection output targets 

is given as the" objective function value and can be compared 

to the associated predicted cost in determining the error, 

or degree of suboptimality of the partial selection alterna

tive. The error determined for all tests can then be ana

lyzed and related to the hypotheses developed from theoreti

cal considerations. 
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Figure 13. Required Output Combinations for the 15 Partial 
Selections To Be Tested. 
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Table 2. Description of linear programming runs to be per
formed in the analysis of partial selections. 

RUN RUN 
SET # RUN DESCRIPTION 

DESCRIPTION 
OF BOUNDS RUN OUTPUT 

IA PNW maximization 
best estimate prices 

None Budget level 
B-j^ determined 

3 runs/budget level 
B^ and following 
price emphases: 

Budget B^ Three add'l 
alternatives 
on the PPC for 

IB 3 X pgz B]_ determined 

IC 30 X Pgz 

ID 100 X pgz 

II IIA Budget level B^/2, 
best estimate prices 

Budget 

Bi/2 

Generates a 
low budget 
alternative 

III IIIA 90-10 partial selec-
IIIB tions of IIA with 
IIIC each of the four 
HID higher budget al

ternative 

Lower bounds 
set by period 
for partial 
selection 
output levels 

Actual cost of 
producing the 
required tar
gets deter
mined 

IIIE 50-50 partial selections 
IIIF of IIA with each of the 
IIIG four higher budget al-
IIIH ternatives 

IIII 10-90 partial selections 
IIIJ of IIA with each of the 
IIIK four higher budget al-
IIIL ternatives 

IIIM 50-50 
IIIN Of IA 
IIIO 

partial selections 
with IB, IC and ID 



CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

The initial step in generating the initial set of 

optimal alternatives was generation of the alternative which 

maximized PNW with the prices of the outputs set at those 

used by the Coconino National Forest planning staff. A to

tal discounted cost of $210,557,600 was required for this 

alternative and served as an upper bound in generating the 

three additional alternatives, using relative price in

creases for grazing capacity by factors of 3, 30 and 100. 

The objective function for these three LP runs was maximiza

tion of present benefits. 

For factors of 30 and 100, the allowable budget was 

not fully utilized {the upper bound was not binding). Cost 

for these two alternatives was $206,027,400 and $201,897,190 

respectively. With an objective function of maximizing pre

sent benefits, production always has a positive net value, 

since costs are not included in the objective function. 

Thus it must be infeasible to increase the output level of 

either product from the output levels determined for the two 

alternatives without giving up a relatively larger value of 

the other product. This somewhat peculiar result was not 

considered to be a major problem. The impact on the 

62 
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analysis is minimal. Since the four alternatives do not 

have equal budget requirements, the predicted cost must be 

calculated separately for each pair of alternatives being 

combined, and will vary slightly between pairs for a given 

partial selection proportion. 

A lower budget alternative was generated using the 

original prices and an upper bound on cost of $105,278,880, 

half the budget level for the alternative which maximized 

PNW using the original prices, and again maximizing present 

benefits. 

Total production and discounted costs over the plan

ning horizon are listed in Table 3 for the set of five opti

mal alternatives, with a more detailed periodic listing 

being provided in Appendix A. As expected grazing capacity 

was substituted for sawtimber as the relative price of graz

ing capacity is increased. 

Table 4 shows the required output quantities and 

predicted cost for each partial selection alternative to be 

tested. Each value was calculated as a weighted average, 

using the appropriate proportions, of the values for the 

initial alternatives shown in Table 3. It must be remem

bered that although only totals are shown, the required 

calculations were in actuality conducted on a per period 

basis. Per period output requirements can be derived from 

periodic output quantities in Appendix A. 
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Table 3. Total production and cost over the planning 
horizon for the initial set of optimal alterna
tives. P 2 represents the original price for 
grazing capacity used by the Coconino. 

RUN # BUDGET PRICE EMP. 
SAWTIMBER 

(MMBF) 
GRAZING CAP 

(MAUM) 
'Y 

COST 

IA HIGH pgz X I 31,568 12,635 210, 557,600 

IB HIGH pgz X 3 30,035 31,619 210, 557,600 

IC HIGH pgz X 30 26,943 37,127 206, 027,400 

ID HIGH pgz X 100 19,516 40,550 201, 897,190 

11A LOW pgz X I 19,754 8,792 105, 278,880 
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Table 4. Required total output quantities of sawtimber and 
grazing capacity and the predicted cost for each 
partial selection to be tested. Run numbers refer 
to Table 2. 

RUN # 
ALTERNATIVES 

SELECTED 
PS 

PROPOR
TION 

SAWTIMBER 
(MMBF) 

GRAZING CAP 
(MAUM) 

•Y PREDICTED 
COST 

111A IA,IIA 90-10 20,935 9,176 115,806,680 

11 IB IB,IIA 90-10 20,782 11,075 115,806,680 

IIIC IC,IIA 90-10 20,473 11,626 115,353,660 

HID ID,IIA 90-10 19,730 11,968 114,940,640 

IIIE IA,IIA 50-50 25,661 10,714 157,918,200 

II IF IB,IIA 50-50 24,895 20,206 157,918,200 

11IG IC,IIA 50-50 23,349 22,960 155,653,100 

111H ID,IIA 50-50 19,635 24,671 153,588,000 

IIII IA,IIA 10-90 30,387 12,251 200,029,720 

IIIJ IB,IIA 10-90 29,007 29,336 200,029,720 

111K IC,IIA 10-90 26,224 34,294 195,952,540 

11IL ID,IIA 10-90 19,540 37,374 192,235,350 

IIIM IA , IB 50-50 30,801 22,127 210,557,600 

11 IN IA, IC 50-50 29,256 24,881 208,292,500 

IIIO IA, ID 50-50 25,542 26,593 206,227,400 
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Table 5 shows the (minimum) actual cost of producing 

the required output quantities for each partial selection 

tested. For each test, actual cost is subtracted from the 

predicted cost to yield the magnitude of error, or degree of 

suboptimality, of the partial selection alternative. This 

value is then divided by the actual cost to get the percent

age error of the alternatives. It ,is important to distin

guish that the results of the theoretical discussion cen

tered entirely on the magnitude of error in dollar terms, 

and not on percentages. 

Hypothesis 1 proposed that partial selection alter

natives will always be feasible but suboptimal for LP repre

sentations of forest production systems. For run IIIM, a 

feasible solution could not be generated. It is important 

to distinguish between the type of infeasibility encountered 

here and the type of infeasibi1ity discussed in the theore

tical analysis. In the earlier discussion it was stated 

that partial selection alternatives are infeasible if the 

actual cost of producing the required output levels exceeds 

the predicted cost. For run IIIM, the output combination 

cannot be produced a_t any cost. Thus there is more involved 

here than simply underestimating actual cost. Although the 

result obtained here could have occurred because of numeri

cal rounding problems sometimes encountered using LP, it 

does cast some doubt as to the validity of the first hypo

thesis. The prior discussion may not have captured all 
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Table 5. Error and percentage error3 determined for each 
partial selection tested. Run numbers refer to 
Table 2. 

RUN # 
ALTERNATIVES 
SELECTED 

PS 
PROPOR 
TION 

PREDICTED 
- COST($) 

ACTUAL 
COST($) ERROR($) ] 

% 
ERROR 

IIIA IA,IIA 90-10 115,806,680 108,778,930 7,027,750 6. 5 

11 IB IB,IIA 90-10 115,806,680 110,148,560 5,658,120 5. 1 

IIIC IC,IIA 90-10 115,353,660 110,698,590 4,655,070 4. 2 

HID ID,IIA 90-10 114,940,640 110,410,710 4,529,930 4. 1 

IIIE IA , 11A 50-50 157,918,200 126,547,360 31,370,840 24. 8 

11 IF IB,IIA 50-50 157,918,200 131,738,580 26,179,620 19. 9 

11IG IC,IIA 50-50 155,653,100 133,764,320 21,888,780 16. 4 

11IH ID,IIA 50-50 153,588,000 133,422,180 20,165,820 15. 1 

IIII IA,IIA 10-90 200,029,720 178,010,030 22,019,690 12. 4 

IIIJ IB,IIA 10-90 200,029,720 180,583,170 19,446,550 10. 8 

111K IC,IIA 10-90 195,952,540 180,694,450 15,258,090 8. 4 

IIIL ID,IIA 10-90 192,235,350 174,160,080 18,075,270 10. 4 

IIIM IA, IB 50-50 210,557,600 INFEASIBLE IIIM IA, IB 50-50 210,557,600 INFEASIBLE 

'I I IN IA, IC 50-50 208,292,500 186,765,400 21,527,100 11. 5 

IIIO IA , ID 50-50 206,227,400 167,674,630 38,552,770 23. 0 

aPercentage error is calculated as predicted cost minus 
actual cost, divided by actual cost. 
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factors necessary to understand partial selections. How

ever, the fact that no other tests generated infeasibi1ities 

(of either type) may suggest that the peculiar result 

obtained for run IIIM is not typical and should not lead to 

rejection of Hypothesis 1. At any rate, further investiga

tion seems warranted to determine if infeasible partial 

selections are indeed a possibility in forest planning using 

LP. 

For runs IIIN and IIIO, 50-50 combinations were 

taken of alternative IA with IC and with ID. The latter 

output combination generated is relatively more distant from 

alternative XA in terms of product emphasis. As expected 

from the previous discussion (figure 3), the more distant 

combination required by the second run (ID combined with IA) 

generates a larger magnitude of error due to the curvature 

of the production possibilities curve for the PNW maximiza

tion (high) budget level. 

In examining partial selections involving alterna

tives with different budget requirements, it is more useful 

to group the tests by alternatives being combined, as in 

Table 6. One obvious result shown is that the error func

tions are not symmetrical, i.e., 10-90 and 90-10 partial 

selections do not generate the same magnitude of error. 

This result supports Hypothesis 3 for nonlinear marginal 

cost functions. 
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Table 6. Required output changes and error generated for 
partial selections grouped by alternatives being 
selected. Run numbers refer to Table 2. 

RUN # 
PS 

PROP. 

ALTERNA
TIVES 

COMBINED 

% CHANGE 

IN 
SAWTIMBER 

IN PRODUCTION^ 

GRAZING 
CAPACITY ERROR 

IIIA 90-10 IA , I1A 6 4 7,027,750 

HIE 50-50 IArIIA 30 22 31,370,340 

IIII 10-90 IA,IIA 54 39 22,019,690 

11 IB 90-10 IB,IIA 5 26 5,658,120 

11 IF 50-50 IB,IIA 26 130 26,179,620 

IIIJ 10-90 IB,IIA 47 234 19,446,550 

IIIC 90-10 IC,IIA 4 32 4,655,070 

11IG 50-50 IC,IIA 18 161 21,888,780 

11 IK 10-90 IC,IIA 33 290 15,258,090 

IIID 90-10 ID,IIA 0 36 4,529,930 

IIIH 50-50 ID,IIA -1 181 20,165,820 

IIIL 10-90 ID,IIA -1 325 18,075,270 

^Percentage error is calculated as the required partial 
selection output quantity minus the quantity for the (op
timal) lower budget alternative, divided by the lower 
budget alternative quantity. 
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For a given pair of alternatives, five error values 

were determined, two zero values for the error of the 

optimal alternatives in the pair (s = 0,1), and partial 

selection error values for three values of s (s = 0.1, 0.5 

and 0.9). Figure 14 shows a typical representation of an 

error function for one of the alternative pairs. All four 

pairs of alternatives generated much larger error for 10-90 

than for 90-10 partial selections, and the error for 50-50 

selections was not much larger than for 10-90 selections. 

Thus, the illustration is representative of the functional 

form for partial selection error for any of the four pairs. 

The function is skewed toward the higher budget alterna

tive.^ 

It is also possible to derive a general form of 

aggregate marginal cost function that would generate the 

representative error function indicated by the results. As 

shown in the figure, marginal cost must increase at an in

creasing rate. It seems intuitively reasonable that mar

ginal cost will indeed increase more rapidly as a given 

output quantity is increased. The basis for this reasoning 

lies in proposing that the marginal productivity of inputs 

(treatments) becomes successively lower as production of a 

given output is increased. 

7 
In deriving the functional form for error, it is 

assumed that marginal cost is nondecreasing for any produc
tion change considered, i.e., Hypothesis 2 is assumed to 
hold. 
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Figure 14. Representation of Proposed Functional Forms for 
Partial Selection Aggregate Error Function and 
Aggregate Marginal Cost Function. 
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Consider now the last three runs shown in Table 6, 

involving combinations of alternatives ID and the lower 

budget alternative IIA. As shown, sawtimber production 

remains essentially constant for the three values of s 

tested. For these three runs, the error tends to be lower, 

for given values of s, than for combinations of other alter

natives. In fact, for a given partial selection proportion, 

error tends to increase for those runs resulting in succes

sively higher levels of sawtimber production relative to 

grazing capacity. If independent marginal cost functions 

could be assumed, it could be reasoned that sawtimber gene

rates a larger relative error for partial selections than 

does grazing capacity, i.e., the marginal cost'function for 

sawtimber is a poorer approximation of a constant marginal 

cost function over the ranges of production considered here. 

However, if the marginal cost functions interact, that con

clusion is not valid. Alternatively, it could be postulated 

that increasing the level of sawtimber production influences 

the marginal cost functional form for grazing capacity in 

such a way that it generates a larger error (the slope of 

the function now increases more rapidly). The two explana

tions proposed here coincide with two of the possible inte

gration paths available in determining actual cost and 

therefore error. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS 

The most important result of this study may be that 

feasible partial selection alternatives are generated by an 

aggregate marginal cost function that is increasing. For 

analysis of the forest production system using LP, such an 

increasing function would be expected. This prediction, 

p 
Hypothesis 1, was supported by the results but not proven0. 

Assuming Hypothesis 1 indeed holds, alternatives generated 

in forest planning that require partial selections will at 

least be feasible. Regional and national plans generated by 

a multilevel model that involve partial selections of indi

vidual forest alternatives will in actuality be operable, 

although there exists a cheaper (more efficient) way of 

producing the required output quantities (alternatives 

involving partial selections are suboptimal). 

A suboptimal partial selection alternative may none

theless be preferable to optimal alternatives. This is cer

tainly the case when a multilevel model chooses a partial 

selection alternative over optimal alternatives. A decision 

O 
°This conclusion is based on the observation that 14 

of 15 partial selections tested were feasible. The single 
infeasibi1ity is assumed to be due to numerical problems, 
and not a decreasing aggregate marginal cost function. 
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maker may also prefer a suboptimal partial selection 

alternative to the available optimal alternatives in the 

initial set. Therefore, it may be desirable to simply 

accept the error inherent in partial selections, 

particularly in situations where evaluation of additional 

alternatives cannot be carried out due to constraints on 

cost or time. 

As an alternative to completely eliminating the 

entire evaluation process after the initial cycle of 

generating alternatives, only "preferred" partial selections 

would be evaluated. These correspond to partial selections 

chosen by a multilevel model or a partial selection alterna

tive being chosen by a decision maker over the optimal 

alternatives in the initial set. Under this strategy, any 

partial selection of initial alternatives is permissible and 

is assumed to generate feasible alternatives, but only the 

preferred alternatives require evaluation after the initial 

cycle of generating optimal alternatives. Thus, explicit 

enumeration of alternatives is delayed until the actual 

choices are made. The partial selection alternatives will 

then be optimal once the evaluation process is complete.^ 

This strategy may be useful in cases where time and cost do 

^For the case of multilevel models, the individual 
partial selection alternatives required at the forest level 
will be optimal once evaluated. However, including these 
new alternatives with adjusted cost values in the multilevel 
model formulation would not guarantee their total accept
ance, i.e., regional and/or national alternatives will be 
suboptimal nonetheless. 
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not preclude evaluating some alternatives after the initial 

cycle. 

When and how to use partial selections will depend 

on the nature and expense of the evaluation process. Any a 

priori knowledge of the functional form of the marginal cost 

functions involved can assist in determining if the cost of 

the evaluation process is warranted in light of the error 

generated for partial selections. This knowledge can be 

very general and still be useful. For example, if the func

tions increase at an increasing rate, as was the case for 

this analysis, a general form of error function can be pre

dicted and used as a guide to estimate relative error for 

given values of s. The magnitude of error, however, cannot 

be predicted in such a manner without running initial tests 

to get representative values for the error of partial selec

tions . 



APPENDIX A 

LP SOLUTION VALUES 

The following computer printouts provide LP solution 

values for each run conducted in the analysis (run numbers 

refer to Table 2, page ). Solution values are provided 

for the following columns corresponding to the output vari

ables included in the model (solution values for the indi

vidual prescriptions, columns 1-587, would be of little use 

to the reader and are omitted). 

Column # Variable 

588 Net timber (MCF) Period 1 

589 Net timber (MCF) Period 2 
• • 
• • 

• * 

594 Net timber (MCF) Period 7 

595 Sawtimber (MBF) Period 1 
• • 
• * 

• • 

601 Sawtimber (MBF) Period 7 

602 Grazing Cap. (AUM) Period 1 
• • 
• • 

• • 

608 Grazing Cap. (AUM) Period 7 

609 Water Yield {Ac.Ft.) Period 1 
• • 
• • 

» * 

615 Water Yield (Ac.Ft.) Period 7 

616 Long Term Sustained Yield (MCF) 

617 Cost ($) 

76 
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Table A.l. RUN IA 

Unfettered PNW Maximization 

Using Best Estimate Prices 

Column # Solution Value 

00200 588 28 0*328878130+06 
00300 589 27 0•328878030+06 
00400 590 35 0.32887793D+06 
00500 591 56 0 * 32887783D+06 
00600 592 33 0 * 328877730+06 
00700 593 55 0*164438810+07 
00800 594 49 0•16443880D+07 
00900 595 31 0.160814330+07 
01000 596 13 0.10676641D+07 
01100 597 29 0«146378010+07 
01200 598 39 0 .12070940D+07 
01300 599 60 0,134232710+07 
01400 600 50 0*161933120+08 
01500 601 52 0.868551990+07 
01600 602 54 0.766086050+06 
01700 603 17 0.579310230+06 
01800 604 26 0.546772150+06 
01900 605 34 0.532766270+06 
02000 606 30 0.570927680+06 
02100 607 41 0.301312590+07 
02200 608 37 0.662575480+07 
02300 609 40 0.259642430+07 
02400 610 32 0.248508550+07 
02500 611 43 0.248728960+07 
02600 612 47 0.245496830+07 
02700 613 44 0.250533040+07 
02800 614 45 0.126610260+08 
02900 615 51 0.143930670+08 
03000 616 46 0.328877510+06 
03100 617 38 0.210557600+09 
03200 VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION- 0.129272740+11 
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Table A.2. RUN IB . 

Maximization of Present Benefits Using a 3X Relative 

Price Increase for Grazing Capacity and Constraining Cost 

at or below the PNW Maximization Level 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0.319849890+06 
589 27 0 * 319849790+06 
590 35 0»31984969D+06 
591 56 0.319849590+06 
592 33 0.319849490+06 
593 55 0*159924690+07 
594 49 0•15992468D+07 
595 31 0.15873384B+07 
596 19 0.109420360+07 
597 29 0,122720330+07 
598 39 0.124727430+07 
599 60 0.134291290+07 
600 50 0.158830350+08 
601 52 0.765271680+07 
602 54 0.810669750+06 
603 17 0.797350940+06 
604 26 0.974329140+06 
605 34 0.121153100+07 
606 30 0.263395600+07 
607 41 0.102342510+08 
608 37 0.149565350+08 
609 40 0.264007730+07 
610 32 0.250002500+07 
611 43 0.253088990+07 
612 47 0.248805580+07 
613 44 0.256556010+07 
614 45 0.131146770+08 
615 51 0.141599200+08 
616 46 0.319849270+06 
617 -1 0.210557600+09 
OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION3 0.136997770+11 
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Table A.3. RUN IC 

Maximization of Present Benefits Using a 30X Relative 

Price Increase for Grazing Capacity and Constraining Cost 

at or below the PNW Maximization Level 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0,286572740+06 
589 27 0,286572640+06 
590 35 0.286572540+06 
591 56 0 * 28657244D+06 
592 33 0*286572340+06 
593 55 0*143286120+07 
594 49 0.143286110+07 
595 31 0.130473790+07 
596 4 0.12241005D+07 
597 29 0.100281060+07 
598 39 0.106112450+07 
599 60 0.128371650+07 
600 50 0.147825100+08 
601 52 0.628447540+07 
602 54 0.846852020+06 
603 17 0.973753360+06 
604 26 0.132371000+07 
605 34 0.168725600+07 
606 30 0.335234440+07 
607 41 0.132397370+08 
608 37 0.157030650+08 
609 40 0.266651800+07 
610 32 0.253679560+07 
611 43 0.262655060+07 
612 47 0.255802010+07 
613 44 0.266062940+07 
614 45 0.134280790+08 
615 51 0.136271740+08 
616 46 0.286572120+06 
617 53 0.206027400+09 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTI0N= 0.272222700+11 
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Table A.4. RUN ID 

Maximization of Present Benefits Using a 100X Relative 

Price Increase for Grazing Capacity and Constraining Cost 

at or below the PNW Maximization Level 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0.270371390+06 
589 27 0.270371290+06 
590 35 0.270371190+06 
591 56 0.270371090+06 
592 33 0*270370990+06 
593 55 0.135185440+07 
594 49 0.135185430+07 
595 31 0.11768134D+07 
596 18 0,116593850+07 
597 29 0*954666410+06 
598 39 0*114601230+07 
599 60 0.125301960+07 
600 50 0*827925610+07 
601 52 0.553990200+07 
602 54 0.854230110+06 
603 17 0.114174400+07 
604 26 0.15797168D+07 
605 34 0.19493465D+07 
606 30 0.369009830+07 
607 41 0.145953650+08 
608 37 0.167399750+08 
609 40 0.266032940+07 
610 32 0.254137320+07 
611 43 0.262669230+07 
612 47 0.258398460+07 
613 44 0.265976810+07 
614 45 0.135519240+08 
615 51 0.135651220+08 
616 46 0 * 27037077D+06 
617 38 0.201897190+09 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTI0N= 0.666432970+11 
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Table A.5. RUN IIA 

Maximization of Present Benefits Using Best Estimate 

Prices and Constraining Cost at or below Half 

the PNW Maximization Level 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0.1310116611+06 
589 27 0*131011560+06 
590 35 0*131011460+06 
591 56 0*172665520+06 
592 33 0 *172665420+06 
593 55 0*10396823D+07 
594 49 0*10771264D+07 
595 31 0*53222058D+06 
596 57 0* 28318482D+06 
597 29 0*57232699D+06 
598 39 0*4848091311+06 
599 60 0 * 73082534D+06 
600 50 0*129888630+08 
601 52 0.41614142D+07 
602_ 54 0*734751560+06 
603 17 0* 546981970+06 
604 26 0*493440510+06 
605 34 0.4781827211+06 
606 30 0 *47843373D+06 
607 41 0*258922780+07 
608 37 0*34708211D+07 
609 40 0*25751180D+07 
610 32 0*246122280+07 
611 43 0.24094938D+07 
612 47 0 * 23285057D+07 
613 44 0.23217590D+07 
614 45 0*11721115D+08 
615 51 0*123003790+08 
616 46 0•21542519D+06 
617 -1 0*10527880D+09 
675 21 0 *416541560+05 
677 11 0*352711380+05 
678 6 0*374442510+05 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION* 0.885329700+10 
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Table A.6. RUN IIIA 

90-10 Partial Selection of lift with IA, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0.14707835D+06 
589 27 0*147078250+06 
590 58 0.14707815D+06 
591 56 0.18583549D+06 
592 60 0.185835390+06 
593 50 0*10970830D+07 
594 25 0.116482680+07 
595 0 0*639812850+06 
596 0 0*361632750+06 
597 0 0.661472300+06 
598 0 0 * 55703762D+06 
599 23 0•798707040+06 
600 0 0.133093080+08 
601 0 0 * 4613824BD+07 
602 0 0.737885010+06 
603 18 0.554594590+06 
604 20 0.501600340+06 
605 4 0.492222030+06 
606 34 0.518811530+06 
607 26 0.278345650+07 
608 0 0.378631450+07 
609 47 0.258160560+07 
610 48 0.247075500+07 
611 30 0.241665010+07 
612 61 0.234003230+07 
613 49 0.233220850+07 
614 46 0.118189340+08 
615 51 0.124438960+08 
616 12 0.232965260+06 
617 52 0.108778930+09 
675 13 0.387574340+05 
677 31 0.335813230+05 
678 16 0.677438820+05 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION- 0.108778930+09 
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Table A.7. RUN IIIB 

90-10 Partial Selection of IIA with IB, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0*144939810+06 
589 27 0*144939710+06 
590 58 0•144939610+06 
591 56 0*186067580+06 
592 60 0*186067480+06 
593 50 0*109237200+07 
594 25 0*114579540+07 
595 0 0*637732360+06 
596 0 0*364286700+06 
597 0 0.637814620+06 
598 0 0*561055650+06 
599 0 0*792034090+06 
600 0 0*132782800+08 
601 0 0*451054440+07 
602 0 0*742343380+06 
603 18 0*574413620+06 
604 1 0*541714680+06 
605 0 0*551517550+06 
606 0 0*693985950+06 
607 41 0*347670940+07 
608 0 0*461939250+07 
609 47 0*258228220+07 

• 610 48 0*246964500+07 
<511 30 0*24189592D+07 
612 61 0*234139050+07 
613 49 0*233600780+07 
614 46 0*118317760+08 
615 51 0*124270110+08 
616 12 0*229158990+06 
617 52 0*110148560+09 
675 16 0*411280700+05 
677 45 0*324070270+05 
678 36 0*534234960+05 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION* 0*110148560+09 
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Table A.8. RON IIIC 

90-10 Partial Selection of IIA with IC, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0.15095651D+06 
589 27 0.150956410+06 
590 58 0*15095631D+06 
591 56 0•18138953D+06 
592 60 0•18138943D+06 
593 50 0»10864097D+07 
594 25 0 * 113113770+07 
595 0 0* 60947231D+06 
596 0 0.377276390+06 
597 42 0.639998510+06 
598 0 0•54244066D+06 
599 0 0•78611445D+06 
600 O 0*131682280+08 
601 0 0.437372030+07 
602 0 0*745961610+06 
603 20 0•58977096D+06 
604 0 0.576467460+06 
605 0 0 * 599090050+06 
606 39 0•821543520+06 
607 34 0*394537260+07 
608 40 0.512414650+07 
609 47 0•258339040+07 
610 48 0 * 247332160+07 
611 30 0.242908370+07 
612 61 0.235816430+07 
613 49 0.235238700+07 
614 46 0.118623250+08 
615 51 0.12402048D+08 
616 12 0.226227430+06 
617 52 0.110698590+09 
675 3 0.304333220+05 
677 32 0.358926100+05 
678 37 0.447280540+05 
OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION- 0.11069859D+09 
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Table A.9. RUN HID 

90-10 Partial Selection of IIA with ID, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0*148847160+06 
589 27 0*148847060+06 
590 58 0*148846960+06 
591 56 0•174474810+06 
592 60 0*174474710+06 
593 50 0*10305737D+07 
594 25 0*11105718D+07 

.. __ _ 595 . . __ 0 0 * 59667986D+06 
596 0 0*371460190+06 
597 0 0* 61056093D+06 
598 0 0*550929450+06 
599 0 0*783044770+06 
600 0 0*125179020+08 
601 0 0*429926300+07 
602 0 0*746699410+06 
603 0 0*606458170+06 
604 0 0*602068140+06 
605 0 0*625299100+06 
606 10 0*879886920+06 
607 29 0*408147950+07 
608 8 0*524519830+07 
609 47 0*258252720+07 
610 48 0*247317060+07 
611 30 0*242719970+07 
612 61 0*235913530+07 
613 49 0.235227230+07 
614 46 0*118431250+08 
615 51 0*123040820+08 
616 12 0*222114270+06 
617 52 0*110410710+09 
675 42 0*256279570+05 
677 9 0*316401320+05 
678 2 0*799982150+05 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION5* 0*110410710+09 
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Table A.10. RUN IIIE 

50-50 Partial Selection of IIA with IA, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column# Solution Value 

588 28 0.248157710+06 
589 27 0.248157610+06 
590 58 0.248157510+06 
591 56 0*248989490+06 
592 60 0*273765040+06 
593 50 0.147614250+07 
594 25 0.147614240+07 
595 0 0.107018190+07 
596 0 0.675424460+06 
597 0 0.101805350+07 
598 0 0.845951560+06 
599 0 0.103657620+07 
600 0 0.145910880+08 
601 0 0,642346710+07 
60 2 0 0.750418800+06 
603 44 0.587486380+06 
604 10 0.541090020+06 
605 32 0.543734900+06 
606 36 0.624500360+06 
607 59 0.317152360+07 
608 0 0.50482879D+07 
609 47 0.258996680+07 
610 48 0.251321340+07 
611 30 0.246895410+07 
612 61 0.242877040+07 
613 49 0.240668670+07 
614 46 0.122499850+08 
615 51 0.133039770+08 
616 12 0.295228370+06 
617 52 0.126547360+09 
675 54 0.832079800+03 
676 26 0.247756530+05 
677 42 0.214635500+05 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTI0N= 0.126547360+09 
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Table A.11. RUNIIIF 

50-50 Partial Selection of IIA with IB, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0.244998660+06 
58? 27 0*244998560+06 
590 58 0 < 244998460+06 
591 56 0* 258808610+06 
592 60 0*258808510+06 
593 50 0*142542360+07 
594 25 0.144818000+07 
595 0 0.105977950+07 
596 0 0.688694210+06 
597 16 0.941503100+06 
598 42 0.898463130+06 
599 0 0.103686910+07 
600 0 0.144359490+08 
601 0 0.590706550+07 
602 0 0.772710660+06 
603 21 0.687344580+06 
604 2 0*747130420+06 
605 1 0*867678900+06 
606 18 0.162437750+07 
607 0 0.641173940+07 
608 0 0.921367800+07 
609 47 0.260106840+07 
610 48 0.251810990+07 
611 30 0*248509560+07 
612 61 0.245212720+07 
613 49 0.244875220+07 
614 46 0.124451410+08 
615 51 0*132031700+08 
616 12 0*289635900+06 
617 52 0*131738580+09 
675 11 0*138102480+05 
677 35 0.262763190+05 
678 7 0.227564710+05 
OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION83 0*131738580+09 
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Table A.12. RUN IIIG 

50-50 Partial Selection of IIA with IC, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0.22732742D+06 
589 27 0*227327320+06 
590 58 0*227327220+06 
591 56 0*227327120+06 
592 60 0*227327020+06 
593 50 0*128723490+07 
594 25 0*139806880+07 
595 0 0*918479240+06 
596 0 0*753642660+06 
597 0 0*787568800+06 
598 6 0*801326520+06 
599 0 0*100727090+07 
600 0 0*138856860+08 
601 0 0*522294480+07 
602 0 0*790801790+06 
603 39 0*772961250+06 
604 0 0*908575260+06 
605 0 0*108271940+07 
606 43 0*220722690+07 
607 38 0*852457450+07 
608 19 0*113744420+08 
609 47 0*261855000+07 
610 48 0*251809330+07 
611 30 0*250171470+07 
612 61 0*245673340+07 
613 49 0*246882460+07 
614 46 0*125119970+08 
615 51 0*129137290+08 
616 12 0*279613670+06 
617 52 0*133764320+09 
677 26 0*301200720+05 
678 42 0*110833990+06 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTI0N= 0*133764320+09 
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Table A. 13. RUN IIIH 

50-50 Partial Selection of IIA with ID, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0 *214595240+06 
589 27 0*21459514D+06 
590 58 0*214595040+06 
591 56 0*214594940+06 
592 60 0.214594840+06 
593 50 0.112906260+07 
594 25 0.124668600+07 
595 0 0.854516990+06 
596 0 0.724561660+06 
597 0 0.763496700+06 
598 41 0.838330960+06 
599 0 0.991922470+06 
600 0 0.106340600+08 
601 0 0.485065810+07 
602 0 0.794490840+06 
603 15 0.857082260+06 
604 0 0.103657870+07 
605 0 0.121376460+07 
606 23 0.253890470+07 
607 13 0.927353050+07 
608 20 0.125171520+08 
609 47 0.261237260+07 
610 48 0.251513710+07 
611 30 0.250490530+07 
612 61 0.246972160+07 
613 49 0.248752810+07 
614 46 0.125073660+08 
615 51 0.126997190+08 
616 12 0.249337090+06 
617 52 0.133422180+09 
677 57 0.112177750+05 
678 5 0.117623510+06 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTI0N= 0•133422180+09 
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Table A.14. RUN IIII 

10-90 Partial Selection of IIA with IA, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0 * 317790090+06 
589 27 0.317789990+06 
590 58 0«31778989D+06 
591 56 0*322167830+06 
592 60 0*322167730+06 
593 50 0*161083820+07 
594 25 0*161083810+07 
595 5 0.152107220+07 
596 0 0.989216170+06 
597 0 0.137463480+07 
598 o 0.118177040+07 
599 0 0.128117690+07 
600 0 0.158728670+08 
601 0 0.823310930+07 
60 2 0 0.762952600+06 
603 55 0.579541270+06 
604 59 0.546993420+06 
605 14 0.547942820+06 
606 32 0.623222620+06 
607 16 0*360659030+07 
608 0 0.631026140+07 
609 47 0*259640930+07 
610 48 0.249467550+07 
611 30 0*248136800+07 
612 61 0.244482390+07 
613 49 0.248536620+07 
614 46 0.126605000+08 
615 51 0*140331260+08 
616 12 0.322167510+06 
617 52 0.178010030+09 
675 11 0.437804690+04 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 0*17801003D+09 
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Table A.15. RUN IIIJ 

10-90 Partial Selection of IIA with IB, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0*311569900+06 
58? 27 0,311569800+06 
590 58 0.311569700+06 
591 56 0*311569600+06 
592 60 0.311569500+06 
593 50 0*156405100+07 
594 25 0•156405090+07 
595 0 0 *14818266B+07 
59 6 0 0*101310170+07 
597 43 0.121680140+07 
598 31 0.117373830+07 
599 1 0.128194110+07 
600 0 0.155936180+08 
601 0 0.730358660+07 
602 0 0.803077930+06 
603 0 0.772314050+06 
604 0 0.926240270+06 
605 38 0.114509660+07 
606 35 0.246262190+07 
607 0 0.94697486D+07 
608 0 0.138079640+08 
609 47 0.262505410+07 
610 48 0.251320300+07 
611 30 0.252201130+07 
612 61 0.247772600+07 
613 49 0.254418100+07 
614 46 0.129548710+08 
615 51 0.138467240+08 
616 12 0.312810070+06 
617 52 6.180583170+09 
677 4 0.124079240+04 

•F LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTI0N= 0.180583170+09 
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Table A.16. RUN IIIK 

10-90 Partial Selection of IIA with IC, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0 * 280302090+06 
589 27 0.280301990+06 
590 58 0*280301890+06 
591 56 0*280301790+06 
592 60 0« 28030169D+06 
593 50 0*140999460+07 
594 25 0.142556200+07 
595 0 0.122748620+07 
596 0 0.113000890+07 
597 37 0.976436790+06 
598 43 0.101575780+07 
599 42 0.124087460+07 
600 0 0.146031450+08 
601 0 0.607216930+07 
602 0 0.835641980+06 
603 0 0.931076220+06 
604 0 0.124068300+07 
605 0 0.156634870+07 
606 36 0.315103190+07 
607 0 0.121746860+08 
608 31 0.150770660+08 
609 47 0.266690010+07 
610 48 0.253798020+07 
611 30 0.260055840+07 
612 61 0.253732680+07 
613 49 0.262292720+07 
614 46 0.132216660+08 
615 51 0.134993910+08 
616 12 0.285112300+06 
617 52 0.180694450+09 
677 39 0.169732410+04 
678 7 0.155675110+05 
OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION^ 0.18069445D+09 
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Table A.17. RUN IIIL 

10-90 Partial Selection of IIA with ID, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0.274853950+06 
589 27 0«274853850+06 
590 58 0 * 274853750+06 
591 56 0.274853650+06 
592 60 0.2748535511+04 
593 50 0•137426720+07 
594 25 0.137426710+07 
595 0 0.111235410+07 
596 0 0.107766310+07 
597 44 0.969775730+06 
598 9 0.11403091D+07 
599 24 0»129962000+07 
600 0 0.8750216713+07 
601 0 0•54020533D+07 
602 0 0.842282260+06 
603 26 0.10899221D+07 
604 0 0*14710892D+07 
605 0 0.180223010+07 
606 41 0.349590890+07 
607 0 0•13394751D+08 
608 29 0 *15838832D+08 
609 47 0 * 26689948D+07 
610 48 0.2546514313+07 
611 30 0.26167500D+07 
612 61 0.25815261D+07 
613 49 0.26576486D+07 
614 46 0.13382160D+08 
615 51 0.13473305D+08 
616 12 0.274853330+06 
617 52 0.174160080+09 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION- 0.174160080+09 
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Table A. 18. RUN IIIM 

50-50 Partial Selection of IA with IB, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column"^# Solution Value 

588 28 0.322823740+06 
589 27 0*322823640+06 
590 58 0 * 322823540+06 
591 56 0*322823440+06 
592 60 0*322823340+06 
593 50 0,161411620+07 
594 25 0*161411610+07 
595 0 0.159774080+07 
596 0 0*108093380+07 
597 0 0.134549170+07 
598 0 0 * 122718420+07 
599 0 0.134262000+07 
600 0 0.160381740+08 
601 0 0.816911840+07 
602 0 0.788377900+06 
603 54 0 * 690753480+06 
604 42 0.76505211D+06 
605 5 0.874216630+06 
606 0 0.160244180+07 
607 0 0.662368840+07 
608 22 0.108476920+08 
609 47 0.262314860+07 
610 48 0.249186380+07 
611 30 0.251005100+07 
612 61 0.247543950+07 
613 49 0.254037890+07 
614 46 0.128713120+08 
615 51 0.142616910+08 
616 12 0.322823120+06 
617 52 0.214350390+09 
654 £3) 0.742725380+05 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION® 0.742725380+05 
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Table A. 19. RUN IIIN 

50-50 Partial Selection of IA with IC, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0*313436360+06 
589 27 0* 313436260+06 
590 58 0* 313436160+06 
591 56 0* 313436060+06 
592 60 0*313435960+06 
593 50 0*156942120+07 
594 25 0*156942110+07 
595 0 0*145644060+07 
596 0 0*114588230+07 
597 37 0*125929650+07 
598 9 0*117712540+07 
599 0 0*131302180+07 
600 0 0*154879110+08 
601 0 0*748499760+07 
602 0 0*806469030+06 
603 7 0*782997100+06 
604 0 0*935241080+06 
605 24 0*111396190+07 
606 15 0*234186570+07 
607 45 0*893871450+07 
608 54 0*131934260+08 
609 47 0*262714250+07 
610 48 0*251595030+07 
611 30 0*253529080+07 
612 61 0*248393240+07 
613 49 0*255807570+07 
614 46 0 *12942307D+0B 
615 51 0*138839600+08 
616 12 0*313884120+06 
617 52 0*186765400+09 
677 8 0*448381770+03 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION® 0*186765400+09 
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Table A.20. EtpN IIIO 

50-50 Partial Selection of IA with ID, 

Objective of Minimizing Cost of Producing 

the Required Output Quantities 

Column # Solution Value 

588 28 0.312523220+06 
589 27 0*312523120+06 
590 58 0.312523020+06 
591 56 0.312522920+06 
592 60 0*312522820+06 
593 50 0.156261360+07 
594 25 0.156261350+07 
595 0 0.139247830+07 
596 0 0.111680130+07 
597 0 0.12092233D+07 
598 9 0.131924150+07 
599 0 0.129767330+07 
600 0 0.122362840+08 
601 0 0.711271090+07 
602 0 0.810158080+06 
603 0 0.860527120+06 
604 0 0.106324450+07 
605 0 0.124105640+07 
606 45 0.245803650+07 
607 20 0.882991120+07 
608 15 0.131556140+08 
609 47 0.264307780+07 
610 48 0.252920370+07 
611 30 0.256699260+07 
612 61 0.255332350+07 
613 49 0.262421230+07 
614 46 0.128111930+08 
615 51 0.138191630+08 
616 12 0.312522600+06 
617 52 0.167674630+09 

VALUE OF LINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION55 0.167674630+09 
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